
YES NOUsers find what they need quickly
with clear menus, breadcrumbs,
and search.

EASY NAVIGATION

FAST LOADING

ENGAGING MEDIA

ACCESSIBILITY

CLEAR COMMUNICATION

RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Optimized load times keep users
happy and engaged.

Everyone can use your site, with
features for disabilities and easy
navigation.

Concise, relevant content
guides users effectively.

Your site looks great on any device,
adapting to various screen sizes.

Multimedia elements enhance
user engagement.

WHAT IS UX?
User Experience (UX) refers to the overall experience a user has while interacting with a
website, encompassing factors such as usability, accessibility, and satisfaction. It
focuses on creating a seamless and enjoyable journey for visitors, ensuring they can easily
navigate, find information, and accomplish their goals.

Here are some websites known for their excellent user experience (UX):  
Airbnb, Google, Amazon, Netflix. 

Tailoring color choices to specific industries and audiences helps create
visually appealing websites that reflect brand identity and values.

KEY ELEMENTS

COLOR GUIDE BASED ON YOUR INDUSTRY

HEALTHCARE

FINANCE

LEGAL SERVICES

RETAIL

TECHNOLOGY

CORPORATE

IS THE COLOR OF YOUR
WEBSITE IMPORTANT?

THE COLOR OF YOUR WEBSITE IS
CRUCIAL FOR SEVERAL REASONS: 

1. Colors evoke emotions and perceptions,
influencing how users feel about your
brand or content. 

2. Color choices can enhance readability
and user experience, making it easier for
visitors to navigate and engage with your
site. 

3. Colors play a significant role in brand
identity, helping to reinforce your brand's
message and values. 

4. Selecting the right colors for your website
is essential for creating a visually appealing
and effective online presence.

Blue for calming

Navy blue for stability

$

Navy blue for trust

Red for urgency

Green for innovation

Blue for trust

Green for health

Green for prosperity

Black for sophistication

Yellow for optimism

Blue for reliability

Green is linked with growth

Soft pastels for comfort

Gold for luxury

Gray for neutrality

Gray for neutralityPurple for luxury

Orange for energy

https://www.airbnb.com/
https://www.google.com/https:/www.google.com/
https://www.amazon.com/
https://www.netflix.com/

